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Description

Field Of The Invention

[0001] This invention relates to surgical methods and apparatus in general, and more particularly to surgical methods and apparatus for the repair of the meniscus.

Background Of The Invention

[0002] The meniscus is a piece of cartilage located within the knee joint, between the top of the tibia and the bottom of the femur. The meniscus serves to facilitate stable movement of the tibia and femur relative to one another, and to absorb shock and to spread load.

[0003] The meniscus is frequently damaged (e.g., torn) as the result of injury and/or accident. A damaged meniscus can impede proper motion of the knee joint and cause pain, among other problems.

[0004] More particularly, the essential role of an intact meniscus, and its importance for proper knee function, has been well documented and accepted by the general orthopedic community. An intact and functioning meniscus is critical to optimally distribute weightbearing forces that transfer through the knee joint while maintaining knee stability. The meniscus is also vital to preserving the articular cartilage surfaces of the knee. Loss of meniscal tissue is considered to be a key precursor to the development of knee osteoarthritis.

[0005] A major challenge in repairing a torn meniscus is the fact that the tissue itself is a fibrous structure that is not uniformly vascular. The vascular zones of the meniscus comprise about one third of the meniscus tissue and are generally recognized as the "red-red" and "red-white" zones. The red-red zone (i.e., the most highly vascularized portion of the meniscus) is an area in which meniscal repairs are known to heal easily and is located along its outer periphery. The red-white zone extends from the most vascular area towards the inner portions of the meniscus where the blood supply eventually declines to non-vascular tissue (which is sometimes referred to as the "white-white" zone). It is believed that proper surgical technique is of great importance if a successful repair is to be achieved in the red-white zone. It is generally accepted knowledge that about 15% of all meniscal tears occur in the red-red zone, another 15% of meniscal tears occur in the red-white zone, and the remaining 70% of meniscal tears occur in the white-white (or non-vascularized) zone of the meniscus.

[0006] Another significant challenge in repairing a torn meniscus is that the size and shape of the tears vary, making the reduction and apposition of the torn tissue difficult to accomplish. Without proper apposition and stability, torn meniscal tissue will not heal properly.

[0007] The art of repairing torn meniscal tissue was first developed and pioneered throughout the 1980’s by early sports medicine-focused surgeons. The earliest methods employed only suture in the repair. The techniques of "inside-out" and "outside-in" suturing became the so-called "gold standard" for the repair of meniscal tissue. Both of these techniques focused on passing small diameter suture (size 2-0 or 3-0) through the meniscus, reducing and closing the tear, and then tying a suture knot over the knee capsule so as to fixate and stabilize the tear. A feature of these early all-suture repairs was that the surface of the meniscus was kept relatively smooth since the suture knot was outside of the knee joint, and the use of a needle and suture allowed the surgeon a great deal of flexibility in adequately reducing and stabilizing the tear. Eventually, these early surgeons began concomitant use of complementary techniques to promote a vascular response in the more non-vascular areas of the meniscus. Methods such as tear edge and meniscuspsular zone, the application of an interpositional blood clot, trephination to create a vascular channel, and fascial sheath or synovial flap coverage have been shown in several studies to be 150% more effective in healing a torn meniscus when compared to repairs that do not use such concomitant techniques.

[0008] The specific issues and challenges associated with the aforementioned all-suture inside-out and outside-in repair techniques are centered primarily on issues relating to the "user interface" and to the "tethering" of the meniscus to the knee capsule. More particularly, the "user interface" issues generally relate to the technical demands required in the operating room: the skill of the surgeon and the number of assistants required to safely pass the needle and suture from the anterior portion of the meniscus through the posterior portion of the meniscus and exit out through the posterior/medial aspect of the knee joint (i.e., the so-called "inside-out" technique); or the passing of a needle and suture from the medial aspect of the exterior of the knee into the knee joint, through the meniscus, the retrieval and re-insertion back into the meniscus, and then passage back out through the capsule to the medial aspect of the knee (i.e., the so-called "outside-in" technique). The aforementioned tethering issues relate to more recent concerns about fixating suture over the knee capsule and thereby "tethering" the meniscus to the knee capsule, since evidence suggests that such tethering of the meniscus to the knee capsule may interfere with the normal biomechanics of the meniscus (e.g., load and force distribution, etc.).

[0009] As recognition of the importance of the meniscus grew in the late 1980’s, new methods of meniscus repair were developed. These new methods focused on improving execution of the procedure in order to make it easier, simpler and faster to accomplish. The new gold standard approach became the so-called "all-inside" technique. The all-inside technique is intended to not violate the knee capsule or require any incisions on the posterior/medial aspects of the knee (i.e., such as is required with the inside-out and outside-in suturing techniques discussed above). With the all-inside technique, the entire repair - both approximation and fixation - is performed intra-articularly.
The first all-inside repair devices were tack-like implants that were inserted through a standard arthroscopic portal and then forcefully pushed through the meniscus, crossing through the tear, thereby closing and fixing the tear without the use of suture. These tack-like implants were formed out of biomaterials such as PLA, PLLA or PGA that were expected to biodegrade over time. However, these materials are quite hard when first inserted and, in use, were found to degrade or bioabsorb much more slowly than anticipated. Clinical use and follow-up have demonstrated the inherent risks associated with the use of tack-like implants within the knee joint, as numerous published studies have reported device failure which can lead to tear reformation, loose implants within the knee joint and articular cartilage damage. Furthermore, it can be challenging for the surgeon to adequately address various tear shapes and sizes using these tack-like implants.

As a result, attention has returned to suture-based repairs, with a new focus on performing a suture-based repair using an all-inside technique. There are several recent systems that seek to accomplish this goal. However, none of these systems have been found to be completely satisfactory.

US 4 823 794 discloses a system with suture anchors and suture. Thus, there is a need for a new and improved method and apparatus for meniscal repair.

Summary Of The Invention

The present invention provides a system for securing suture to tissue as per claim 1.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

The following detailed description is to be considered together with the accompanying drawings wherein like numbers refer to like parts, and further wherein:

Detailed Description Of The Invention

Looking first at Figs. 1-3, 3A and 3B, there is shown a novel system 5 for meniscal repair. System 5 generally comprises a plurality of anchors 10, a length of suture 15 and an inserter 20.

Anchors 10 are shown in greater detail in Figs. 4-10. Each of the anchors 10 generally comprises an elongated body 25 which, in its preferred construction, is generally cylindrical so that it can make a close sliding fit within the lumen of a hollow delivery needle, as will hereinafter be discussed in further detail. Elongated body 25 is characterized by a distal end 30 and a proximal end 35.

On a "top" side of elongated body 25, a distal slot 40 extends proximally along the elongated body, with distal slot 40 comprising a wide section 45 and a narrow section 50. Also on the "top" side of elongated body 25, a proximal slot 55 extends distally along the elongated body, with proximal slot 55 comprising a wide section 60 and a narrow section 70. Distal slot 40 is aligned with proximal slot 55. Preferably narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 is narrower than narrow section 60 of proximal slot 55 (Fig. 5), and preferably wide section 45 of distal slot 40 is the same width as wide section 70 of proximal slot 55. Thus it will be seen that narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 is narrower than narrow section 65, which is itself narrower than the wide section 45 of distal slot 40 and wide section 60 of proximal slot 55. Furthermore, the aforementioned narrow section 50, narrow section 65, wide section 45 and wide section 60 are sized relative to suture 15 such that: (i) suture 15 will make a tight binding fit with narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, (ii) suture 15 will make a sliding fit with narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55, and (iii) suture 15 will move easily through wide section 45 of distal slot 40 and wide section 60 of proximal slot 55. A wall 70 separates narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 from narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55.

On a "bottom" side of elongated body 25 (i.e., on the side diametrically opposed to the aforementioned "top" side of elongated body 25), a recess 75 (Figs. 6 and 7) extends into elongated body 25. Thus, recess 75 is diametrically opposed to the aforementioned distal slot 40 and proximal slot 55. Recess 75 is formed long enough, and deep enough, so that it communicates with narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55 and with a portion of wide section 45 of distal slot 40, and it communicates with narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55 and with a portion of wide section 60 of proximal slot 55 (Fig. 7). Recess 75 is significantly wider than suture 15, so that suture 15 can move easily through recess 75.
On account of the foregoing construction, wide section 45 of distal slot 40, narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, recess 75, wide section 60 of proximal slot 55 and narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55 provide a suture pathway about elongated body 25 of anchor 10. Furthermore, and as will hereinafter be discussed in further detail, on account of the disposition and sizing of the aforementioned wide section 45, narrow section 50, recess 75, wide section 60 and narrow section 65, anchor 10 can be slidably mounted on the suture and then selectively secured to the suture.

A fin 80 extends "downwardly" out of the "bottom" side of elongated body 25. Fin 80 is aligned with recess 75 and diametrically opposed to distal slot 40 and proximal slot 55.

It should be appreciated that, while elongated body 25 is preferably generally cylindrical, it is also preferably not tubular: at no point along its length does elongated body 25 have a complete outer periphery with a hollow interior.

Suture 15 may comprise any suture material of the sort known in the art. By way of example but not limitation, suture 15 may comprise braided suture, so-called "monofilament" suture, etc., and may be formed so as to be either "permanent" or absorbable. Suture 15 may comprise braided suture.

As will hereinafter be discussed in further detail, suture 15 is intended to be passed through anchor 10 (or, stated another way, anchor 10 is intended to be "strung" onto suture 15) by passing the suture through distal slot 40, into and along bottom recess 75, and back through proximal slot 55 (see Figs. 14-16, 20, etc.). In this respect it will be appreciated that wide section 45 of distal slot 40, recess 75 and wide section 60 of proximal slot 55 are all sized sufficiently wide relative to suture 15 that suture 15 can slide easily through those openings. Thus, so long as suture 15 remains disposed in those openings, suture 15 will be free to move easily through anchor 10 (and, correspondingly, anchor 10 will be free to slide easily along suture 15). However, and as will hereinafter be discussed in further detail, when suture 15 is directed into narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, a tight interference fit will be created between the anchor and the suture, thereby securing the anchor and suture to one another.

As will also hereinafter be discussed in further detail, when a plurality of anchors 10 are slidably mounted on a single suture 15, each of the anchors 10 may be selectively and individually secured to the suture when and where desired by the user.

Looking again at Figs. 1-3, 3A and 3B, inserter 20 generally comprises an elongated shaft 85 having a central lumen 90 extending therethrough. Elongated shaft 85 terminates in a sharp point 95 at its distal end. Sharp point 95 is created by forming an oblique face 96 (Figs. 3A, 3B and 12) on the distal end of the elongated shaft, such that a section 97 of elongated shaft 85 is exposed at the mouth of lumen 90. A handle 100 (Figs. 1-3) is secured to elongated shaft 85 at its proximal end. A slot 105 (Fig. 13) is formed in elongated shaft 85 on its "bottom" side. Slot 105 extends into exposed section 97 of elongated shaft 85. A small projection 106 (Figs. 13 and 15) extends into slot 105.

As seen in Figs. 2, 3A, 3B and 13, elongated shaft 85 is sized to receive a plurality of anchors 10 therein, with those anchors being "strung" on a single suture 15. To this end, lumen 90 of elongated shaft 85 is sized to slidably receive elongated bodies 25 of anchors 10, with fins 80 extending out through slot 105 of elongated shaft 85. Fins 80 and slot 105 cooperate to keep anchors 10 aligned within lumen 90 of elongated shaft 85. The aforementioned small projection 106 provides nominal resistance to the passage of fins 80 through slot 105. Small projection 106 is positioned such that the lead anchor 10 in lumen 90 normally does not exit the distal end of the elongated shaft; however, with the application of a distally-directed force, fin 80 can slip past small projection 106 so as to release the lead anchor from lumen 90.

Preferably, handle 100 includes a lever 110 for selectively advancing a drive shaft 115 along lumen 90 of elongated shaft 85, whereby to selectively advance anchors 10 along lumen 90 and thereby eject anchors 10 one at a time from the distal end of elongated shaft 85. Handle 100 preferably also includes a tension wheel 120 for selectively tensioning the suture emerging from the proximal-most anchor 10 which is held in lumen 90 of elongated shaft 85. To this end, drive shaft 115 is preferably hollow so that suture 15 can extend from the proximal-most anchor 10, through the drive shaft and be engaged by tension wheel 120.

As seen in Fig. 11, system 5 may be used to close a tear 125 in a meniscus 130 using a plurality of anchors 10 and a suture 15. More particularly, and looking now at Figs. 11-18, sharp point 95 of inserter 20 is advanced into meniscus 130, across tear 125, and then out the far side of meniscus 130. Then the leading anchor 10 in lumen 90 (i.e., anchor 10A in Fig. 18) is ejected from elongated shaft 85. This is done by advancing drive shaft 115 (e.g., with lever 110) so that the leading anchor 10 has its fin 80 forced past small projection 106 in slot 105, whereby to release the anchor from the inserter. As the leading anchor 10 is ejected from lumen 90, suture 15 initially resides in wide section 45 of distal slot 40. However, by holding suture 15 under tension as anchor 10 is forced out of lumen 90 by drive shaft 115, anchor...
10 is turned (i.e., away from exposed section 97 of elongated shaft 85) and suture 15 is forced into narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, whereby to secure suture 15 to anchor 10 in a cleating action. At the same time, another portion of suture 15 advances from wide section 60 of proximal slot 55 into narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55. Thus, at this point suture 15 will extend through narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, recess 75 and narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55, with the suture being secured to the anchor by virtue of the tight binding fit established between narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 and suture 15. [0030] Then, while keeping suture 15 under tension so that anchor 10 remains positioned against the far side of meniscus 130, inserter 20 is withdrawn back across the meniscus, moved laterally by an appropriate distance, re-inserted across tear 125, passed out the far side of meniscus 130, and another anchor 10 (i.e., anchor 10B in Fig. 18) is deployed. Again, suture 15 is held under tension as the second anchor is deployed on the far side of the meniscus so that anchor 10 is turned (i.e., away from exposed section 97 of elongated shaft 85) and suture 15 is forced into the narrow section 50 of the distal slot 40 of that second anchor, whereby to secure that second anchor in a cleating action. Again, as this occurs, another portion of suture 15 advances from wide section 60 of proximal slot 55 into narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55. Thus, at this point suture 15 will extend through narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, recess 75 and narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55, with the suture being secured to the anchor by virtue of the tight binding fit established between narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 and suture 15. [0031] Thus, the suture length extending between the first-deployed anchor (i.e., anchor 10A in Fig. 18) and the second-deployed anchor (i.e., anchor 10B in Fig. 18) is maintained under tension so as to hold tear 125 closed. [0032] This operation may thereafter be repeated as many times as is necessary in order to close the tear. See, for example, Fig. 19, where six anchors 10, all connected by a single suture 15, are used to close a tear in the meniscus using a complex running stitch. This ability to set a variable number of anchors in the repair procedure, limited only by the number of anchors held in inserter 20, is a significant advance in the art. [0033] If desired, a small knot may be formed in the suture after placement of the last anchor for added holding strength. However, it should be appreciated that this knotting step is purely optional and not required. [0034] It will be appreciated that, since anchors 10 are turned away from exposed section 97 of elongated shaft 85 during deployment, the disposition of elongated shaft 85 can largely regulate the disposition of anchors 10 relative to the meniscus. Thus, where exposed section 97 of elongated shaft 85 is oriented so that it is in the "6 o'clock" or "12 o'clock" position, the anchor will be set with a horizontal disposition (e.g., in the manner shown in Figs. 11 and 18). Of course, in some situations it may be possible to thereafter adjust the disposition of an anchor 10 against the meniscus, e.g., by using a grasper to manually turn the anchor. [0035] The first anchor 10 in inserter 20 may have suture 15 permanently secured thereto, e.g., prior to insertion of the inserter into the meniscus. By way of example but not limitation, suture 15 may be glued, welded or otherwise secured to first anchor 10. Furthermore, where suture 15 is so secured to first anchor 10, the terminated suture may terminate substantially within the anchor or it may extend out of the anchor, as desired. [0036] Significantly, since suture 15 is secured to each deployed anchor, the failure of any one suture stitch does not threaten the integrity of the remainder of the repair. Indeed, if a suture stitch were to fail (e.g., break), it would not disrupt the intact stitches in the remainder of the repair. The removed anchor could then be replaced by two or more additional anchors so as to reinforce the repair. [0037] It will be appreciated that the holding power of each anchor 10 on suture 15 is a function of the cleating action provided by that anchor on suture 15. It will also be appreciated that this cleating action is largely a function of the binding interference fit which is established between the suture and narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, since the suture makes a loose fit through recess 75 and a sliding fit with narrow section 65 of proximal slot 55. In practice, it has been found that approximately 35 Newtons of holding strength can be provided without reducing the width of narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 to the point where it becomes excessively difficult to insert the suture into narrow section 50 and/or where the act of insertion causes damage to the suture. In the great majority of cases, a holding strength of approximately 35 Newtons has been found to be more than adequate for meniscal repair. [0038] However, it has also been discovered that, to the extent that it is desired to provide even greater holding strength to the system, suture 15 can be twisted on itself during deployment so as to achieve holding strength of up to 75 Newtons without requiring any change to the diameter of narrow section 50 of distal slot 40. More particularly, and looking now at Figs. 20-22, sharp point 95 of inserter 20 is advanced into meniscus 130, across tear 125, and then out the far side of meniscus 130. Then, with suture 15 in a relaxed condition, a first anchor 10A is ejected from lumen 90 of inserter 20 so that the first anchor 10A sits on the far side of the meniscus. As this occurs, first anchor 10A will tend to turn as it exits lumen 90, but suture 15 will tend to stay in wide section 45 of distal slot 40 and not enter narrow section 50 of distal slot 40. Thus, at this point, suture 15 is still relatively free to slide relative to first anchor 10A. With suture 15 still in a relaxed condition, inserter 20 is then withdrawn from meniscus 130, moved laterally, re-inserted across tear 125 and passed out the far side of meniscus 130. Then elongated shaft 85 of inserter 20 is rotated so as to wrap
the suture around the inserter. By way of example but not limitation, inserter 20 may be rotated three revolutions. As this occurs, there can be some gathering of the slack between first anchor 10A and inserter 20 and/or there can be some pay out of the suture stored inside the inserter. At this point, a second anchor 10B is ejected from lumen 90 of inserter 20 so that second anchor 10B sits on the far side of the meniscus. Inserter 20 is then withdrawn back through the meniscus. Then the suture is tensioned (e.g., with tension wheel 120) so that (i) the suture between anchors 10A and 10B is reduced, so as to close the tear in the meniscus, (ii) the winding in the suture is pulled taut, and (iii) the suture is force into narrow section 50 of distal slot 40 and narrow section 65 or proximal slot 55. As a result, this approach provides both the aforementioned cleating action provided by capturing the suture within narrow section 50 of distal slot 40, and also a supplemental securing action provided by the suture which has been wound on itself. In practice, it has been found that this dual effect provides approximately 75 Newtons of holding strength.

[0039] Afterward, additional anchors may be provided as needed so as to close the tear.

[0040] Figs. 23 and 24 show an alternative construction for anchor 10. More particularly, with the construction shown in Figs 23 and 24, the distal and proximal portion of elongated body 25 are cut back on the "top" of the anchor, and recess 75 is elongated relative to distal slot 40 and proximal slot 55.

[0041] Thus, the present disclosure provides a meniscal repair system which comprises a plurality of anchors that ride over a single suture strand, which can be singly deployed within the body, with each single anchor acting as an independent fixation point for the suture strand. The ability to lock the suture within each anchor (such as with the cleating feature provided for each anchor) provides the ability for each anchor to act as an independent fixation point for the suture strand. Furthermore, these independent fixation points allow the suture, running from one anchor to the next anchor, to act as an independent suture stitch. Additionally, the entire contiguous repair construct consists of multiple independent suture stitches extending between multiple adjacent anchors, with the construct such that if one or more stitches are damaged or become loose or disengaged from an anchor, the other suture stitches are unaffected. Also, the ability to individually tighten each suture stitch (i.e., the suture strand extending between adjacent anchors) by drawing the suture through the deployed anchor's locking feature permits the desired suture tension to be achieved.

[0043] The present disclosure provides the ability to position variable suture patterns across the torn meniscus in a contiguous fashion. Significantly, the repairing construct can have more than two points of fixation to the meniscus using a single strand of suture, and does not require any suture tying.

[0044] Also, the present disclosure provides the ability to remove an anchor from a deployed suture construct without disrupting previously-deployed anchors. This would be accomplished by sliding the dislodged implant along the suture strand outside of the body and breaking or cutting the implant without damaging the suture. The user can then continue to deliver subsequent implants from the same device to complete the repair.

[0045] And the present disclosure provides the ability to cut the suture strand after two or more implants have been deployed into the body, and then secure the deployed suture strand to the leading anchor in the inserter (e.g., by knotting) so that the user can continue to deploy subsequent unused anchors still residing within the inserter as part of the repair construct.

[0046] The present disclosure provides a gating mechanism for singly deploying each anchor from the inserter, e.g., fin 80, slot 105 and projection 106.

[0047] Furthermore, the present disclosure provides an approach for wrapping or twisting the suture around the inserter prior to ejection of an anchor so as to form a suture loop around the suture emanating from the anchor, so that subsequent tightening of the suture through the anchor draws the wrapped suture loop towards the anchor and further secures the suture to the anchor.

Claims

1. A system (5) for securing suture (15) to tissue, the system comprising:

- a suture (15);
- at least one anchor (10) for securing the suture (15) to tissue, wherein the anchor (10) comprises:

- an elongated body (25) of generally cylindrical shape having a distal end (30) and a proximal end (35), the distal end (30) having a distal slot (40) on a top side of the elongated body (25) extending proximally into the elongated body (25), and the proximal end (35) having a proximal slot (55) on the top side of the elongated body (25) extending distally into the elongated body (25), the distal slot (40) being aligned with the proximal slot (55);

- the distal slot (40) comprising a wider section (45) and a narrower section (50), wherein the wider section (45) has a width such that the suture (15) is slidable accommodated therein and the narrower section (50) has a width such that the suture (15) is bound therein, and further wherein the wider section (45) is disposed distally of the narrower section (50);

- and, on a bottom side of the elongated body diametrically opposed to the top side...
of the elongated body (25), a recess (75), which communicates with the wider section (45) of the distal slot (40), the narrower section (50) of the distal slot (40) and the proximal slot (55), wherein said recess is diametrically opposed to the distal slot (40) and proximal slot (55).

2. The system (5) according to claim 1 wherein the proximal slot (55) comprises a wider section (60) and a narrower section (65), and further wherein the narrower section (65) has a width such that the suture (15) is slidably accommodated therein.

3. The system (5) according to claim 1 wherein the elongated body (25) is non-tubular.

4. The system (5) according to claim 1 wherein the elongated body (25) further comprises a fin (80), whereby preferably the fin (80) extends out of the bottom side of elongated body (25) and is aligned with recess (75) and diametrically opposed to distal slot (40) and proximal slot (55).

5. The system (5) according to claim 1, wherein the suture (15) can be disposed within the wider section (45) of the distal slot (40) of the at least one anchor (10) so that the suture (15) is slidable relative to the at least one anchor (10).

6. The system (5) according to claim 5 wherein the suture (15) can be disposed within the narrower section (50) of the distal slot (40) to bind the suture (15) to the anchor (10).

7. The system (5) according to claim 5 comprising a plurality of anchors, and further wherein, for each anchor (10), the suture (15) can be disposed within the wider section (45) of the distal slot (40) so that the suture (15) is slidable relative to the plurality of anchors (10).

8. The system (5) according to claim 5 comprising a plurality of anchors (10), and further wherein, for each anchor (10), the suture (15) can be disposed within the narrower section (50) of the distal slot (40) so as to bind the suture (15) to the plurality of anchors (10), whereby preferably the tension in the suture (15) between each pair of anchors (10) is independent of the tension in the suture (15) between every other pair of anchors (10).

9. The system (5) according to claim 5 further comprising an inserter (20), wherein the inserter (20) comprises a hollow elongated shaft (85) having a sharp point (95) disposed eccentric to the longitudinal axis of the hollow elongated shaft (85); and further wherein the suture (15) and the at least one anchor (10) are disposed within the lumen (90) of the hollow elongated shaft (85).

10. The system (5) according to claim 9 wherein the inserter (20) further comprises a drive shaft (115) movably disposed within the lumen (90) of the hollow elongated shaft (85) so as to selectively eject the at least one anchor (10) from the lumen (90) of the hollow elongated shaft (85), whereby preferably the inserter (20) further comprises an element for engaging an anchor (10) moving through the hollow elongated shaft (85) and retarding movement of the at least one anchor (10) through the lumen (90) of the hollow elongated shaft (85).

11. The system (5) according to claim 10 wherein the at least one anchor (10) comprises a fin (80), wherein the hollow elongated shaft (85) comprises a slot (105) for receiving the fin (80), and further wherein the element comprises a projection (106) into the slot (105).

12. The system (5) according to claim 9 wherein the inserter (20) comprises a tensioning element for tensioning the suture (15).

Patentansprüche

1. System (5) zum Befestigen eines Nahtmaterials (15) an Gewebe, wobei das System Folgendes umfasst:

   - ein Nahtmaterial (15);
   - wenigstens einen Anker (10) zum Befestigen des Nahtmaterials (15) an Gewebe, wobei der Anker (10) einen länglichen Körper (25) mit im Allgemeinen zylindrischer Form mit einem distalen Ende (30) und einem proximalen Ende (35) umfasst, wobei das distale Ende (30) einen distalen Schlitz (40) auf einer oberen Seite des länglichen Körpers (25) aufweist, der sich proximal in den länglichen Körper (25) hinein erstreckt, und das proximale Ende (35) einen proximalen Schlitz (55) auf der unteren Seite des länglichen Körpers (25) aufweist, der sich distal in den länglichen Körper (25) hinein erstreckt, wobei der distale Schlitz (40) an dem proximalen Schlitz (55) ausgerichtet ist;

   - den distalen Schlitz (40), der einen breiten Abschnitt (45) und einen schmalen Abschnitt (50) umfasst, wobei der breitere Abschnitt (45) eine solche Breite aufweist, dass das Nahtmaterial (15) darin versehbar untergebracht ist, und der schmälere Abschnitt (50) eine solche Breite aufweist, dass das Nahtmaterial (15) darin eingebunden ist, und ferner wobei der breitere Ab-
schnitt (45) distal von dem schmaleren Abschnitt (50) angeordnet ist; - und auf einer unteren Seite des länglichen Körpers, die der oberen Seite des länglichen Körpers (25) diametral gegenüberliegt, eine Aussparung (75), die mit dem breiteren Abschnitt (45) des distalen Schlitzes (40), mit dem schmaleren Abschnitt (50) des distalen Schlitzes (40) und mit dem proximalen Schlitz (55) in Verbindung ist, wobei die Aussparung dem distalen Schlitz (40) und dem proximalen Schlitz (55) diametral gegenüberliegt.

2. System (5) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der proximale Schlitz (55) einen breiteren Abschnitt (60) und einen schmaleren Abschnitt (65) umfasst, und ferner wobei der schmalere Abschnitt (65) eine solche Breite aufweist, dass das Nahtmaterial (15) darin verschiebbar untergebracht ist.


4. System (5) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der längliche Körper (25) ferner eine Rippe (80) umfasst, bevorzugt wobei sich die Rippe (80) aus der unteren Seite des länglichen Körpers (25) heraus erstreckt und an der Aussparung (75) ausgerichtet ist und dem distalen Schlitz (40) und dem proximalen Schlitz (55) diametral gegenüberliegt.

5. System (5) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Nahtmaterial (15) innerhalb des breiteren Abschnitts (45) des distalen Schlitzes (40) des wenigstens einen Ankers (10) angeordnet sein kann, sodass das Nahtmaterial (15) in Bezug auf den wenigstens einen Anker (10) verschiebbar ist.

6. System (5) nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Nahtmaterial (15) innerhalb des schmaleren Abschnitts (50) des distalen Schlitzes (40) angeordnet sein kann, um das Nahtmaterial (15) an den Anker (10) zu binden.

7. System (5) nach Anspruch 5, das mehrere Anker umfasst, und ferner wobei das Nahtmaterial (15) für jeden Anker (10) innerhalb des breiteren Abschnitts (45) des distalen Schlitzes (40) angeordnet sein kann, sodass das Nahtmaterial (15) in Bezug auf die mehreren Anker (10) verschiebbar ist.

8. System (5) nach Anspruch 5, das mehrere Anker (10) umfasst, und ferner wobei das Nahtmaterial (15) für jeden Anker (10) innerhalb des schmaleren Abschnitts (50) des distalen Schlitzes (40) angeordnet sein kann, um das Nahtmaterial (15) an die mehreren Anker (10) zu binden, bevorzugt wodurch die Spannung in dem Nahtmaterial (15) zwischen jedem Paar Anker (10) unabhängig von der Spannung in dem Nahtmaterial (15) zwischen jedem zweiten Paar Anker (10) ist.

9. System (5) nach Anspruch 5, das ferner eine Einsetzvorrichtung (20) umfasst, wobei die Einsetzvorrichtung (20) einen hohen länglichen Schaft (85) mit einer scharfen Spitze (95) umfasst, die exzentrisch zu der Längsachse des hohen, länglichen Schafts (85) angeordnet ist; und ferner wobei das Nahtmaterial (15) und der wenigstens eine Anker (10) innerhalb des Lumens (90) des hohen, länglichen Schafts (85) angeordnet sind.

10. System (5) nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Einsetzvorrichtung (20) ferner einen Antriebschaft (115) umfasst, der beweglich innerhalb des Lumens (90) des hohen, länglichen Schafts (85) angeordnet ist, um den wenigstens einen Anker (10) aus dem Lumen (90) des hohen, länglichen Schafts (85) selektiv auszustoßen, bevorzugt wodurch die Einsetzvorrichtung (20) ferner ein Element zum Eingreifen mit einem Anker (10), der sich durch den hohen, länglichen Schaft (85) bewegt, und zum Verlangsamen der Bewegung des wenigstens einen Ankers (10) durch das Lumen (90) des hohen, länglichen Schafts (85) umfasst.

11. System (5) nach Anspruch 10, wobei der wenigstens ein Anker (10) eine Rippe (80) umfasst, wobei der hohle, längliche Schaft (85) einen Schlitz (105) zum Aufnehmen der Rippe (80) umfasst, und ferner wobei das Element einen Vorsprung (106) in den Schlitz (105) hinein umfasst.

12. System (5) nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Einsetzvorrichtung (20) ein Spannelement zum Spannen des Nahtmaterials (15) umfasst.

Revendications

1. Système (5) de fixation d’une suture (15) sur un tissu, ledit système comprenant:
   - une suture (15);
   - au moins un ancrage (10) permettant de fixer la suture (15) sur le tissu, dans lequel l’ancrage (10) comprend
     - un corps allongé (25) ayant une forme généralement cylindrique, et ayant une extrémité distale (30) et une extrémité proximale (35), l’extrémité distale (30) ayant une fente distale (40) sur un côté supérieur du corps allongé (25) qui s’étend, de manière proximale, dans le corps allongé (25), et l’extré-
mité proximale (35) ayant une fente proxi-
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tale (55) sur le côté supérieur du corps al-

longé (25) qui s’étend, de manière distale, 
daufle corps allongé (25), la fente distale 

(40) étant alignée avec la fente proximale 

(55);

40

- la fente distale (40) comprenant une sec-

tion plus large (45) et une section plus étro-

ie (50), dans lequel la section plus large (45) 
a une largeur telle que la suture (15) est 

logée, pour pouvoir coulisser, à l'intérieur 
de celle-ci, et la section plus étroite (50) a 

une largeur telle que la suture (15) est liée 

à l’intérieur de celle-ci, et dans lequel, en 

outre, la section plus large (45) est disposé-

née, de manière distale, par rapport à la sec-

tion plus étroite (50);

50

- et, sur un côté inférieur du corps allongé 
diámetralement opposé au côté supérieur 
du corps allongé (25), un évidement (75) 
desqu qui communique avec la section plus large 

(45) de la fente distale (40), la section plus étroite (50) de la fente distale (40) et la fente 

proximale (55), dans lequel ledit évidement 
est diámétralement opposé à la fente dista- 

le (40) et à la fente proximale (55).

2. Système (5) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la 

fente proximale (55) comprend une section plus lar-

ge (60) et une section plus étroite (65), et dans lequel 
en outre la section plus étroite (65) a une largeur 
telle que la structure (15) est logée, pour coulisser, 
à l’intérieur de celle-ci.

3. Système (5) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le 
corps allongé (25) est non tubulaire.

4. Système (5) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le 
corps allongé (25) comprend en outre une ailette 

(80), grâce à quoi l’ailette (80) s’étend, de préféren-
ce, en dehors du côté inférieur du corps allongé (25) 
et est alignée avec l’évidement (75) et diámétra-
ment opposée à la fente distale (40) et à la fente 
proximale (55).

5. Système (5) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la 
suture (15) peut être disposée à l’intérieur de la sec-
tion plus large (45) de la fente distale (40) du au 

moins un ancrage (10) de telle façon que la suture 

(15) puisse coulisser par rapport au au moins un 
ancre (10).

6. Système (5) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la 
suture (15) peut être disposée à l’intérieur de la sec-
tion plus étroite (50) de la fente distale (40) de façon 
à lier la suture (15) à l’ancrage (10).

7. Système (5) selon la revendication 5, comprenant 

une pluralité d’ancrages et en outre dans lequel, pour 

chaque ancrage (10), la suture (15) peut être dispo-
sée à l’intérieur de la section plus large (45) de la 
fente distale (40) de telle sorte que la suture (15) 
puisse coulisser par rapport à la pluralité d’ancrages 

(10).

8. Système (5) selon la revendication 5, comprenant 

une pluralité d’ancrages (10), et en outre dans le-

quel, pour chaque ancrage (10), la suture (15) peut 
bé dispo-sée à l’intérieur de la section plus étroite 

(50) de la fente distale (40) de façon à lier la suture 

(15) à la pluralité d’ancrages (10), grâce à quoi, la 
tension dans la suture (15) entre chaque paire d’an-

crages (10) est, de préférence, indépendante de la 
tension dans la suture (15) entre chaque autre paire 
d’ancrages (10).

9. Système (5) selon la revendication 5, comprenant 

en outre un élément d’insertion (20), dans lequel 

l’élément d’insertion (20) comprend un arbre allongé 

creux (85) qui possède un point pointu (95) disposé 
de manière à être excentrique par rapport à l’axe 
longitudinal de l’arbre allongé creux (85) ; et dans 
lequel, en outre, la suture (15) et le au moins un 
ancre (10) sont disposés à l’intérieur de la lumière 

(90) de l’arbre allongé creux (85).

10. Système (5) selon la revendication 9, dans lequel 

l’élément d’insertion (12) comprend en outre un ar-

bre d’entrainement (115) disposé, pour être mobile, 
à l’intérieur de la lumière (90) de l’arbre allongé creux 

(85) afin d’êtrctuer, de manière sélective, le au moins 
ancre (10) de la lumière (90) de l’arbre allongé creux 

(85), grâce à quoi l’élément d’insertion (20) 
comprend en outre, de préférence, un élément per-
mettant de s’engager sur un ancrage (10) qui se dé-
place à travers l’arbre allongé creux (85) et qui re-

tarde le mouvement du au moins un ancrage (10) à 
travers la lumière (90) de l’arbre allongé creux (85).

11. Système (5) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel 

l’ancrage (10) comprend une ailette (80), dans lequel 

l’arbre allongé creux (85) comprend une fente (105) 
destinée à recevoir l’ailette (80), et en outre dans 
lequel l’élément comprend une saillie (106) dans la 
fente (105).

12. Système (5) selon la revendication 9, dans lequel 

l’élément d’insertion (12) comprend un élément ten-
der permettant de tendre la suture (15).
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